Blended Program Bachelor’s Degree and Multiple Subject/CLAD Credential

**Candidate Admissions Assessments**
- Lower Division GE and Area Courses; Calif. Code History 1101; Field Experience; Minimum 2.9 GPA; Recommendations; Candidate’s Essay
- Liberal Studies/TED Evaluation of Candidates Appropriateness; Recent Math, Full Academic Load, Foreign Language or CLAD

**Candidate Mid-Point Assessments**
- Minimum GPA; Pass CBEST and WST; TED/BCLAD Interviews
- Liberal Studies 80% Waiver (including Math 4021)

**Candidate Exit Assessments**
- Pass RICA; Complete all requirements for Liberal Studies Major BA degree: minimum GPA; Complete Credential requirements; Successful evaluations for student teaching; Multiple Subject Summative Assessment Portfolio; Credential Portfolio.

**Candidate Follow-Up Assessments**
- Contact graduates in the field; periodic surveys of graduates and employers; graduated on Blended Advisory Council

**Program Assessments**
- Rate of Progress to BA/Credential
- Student Retention rate in Program
- Level of Knowledge: subject matter and pedagogical skills
- Student’s performance in field
- Success in securing positions
- Faculty satisfaction with academic and professional skills performance
- Faculty draw intellectual connections between subject matter and teaching
- Students meet California Standards for Teaching Profession
- Mid-program assessment by students
- Faculty campus-wide involved in program development, assessment
- Students pass RICA
- K-12 and community college partners with CSUH in development and assessment

**Assessment Plan**
DEPARTMENT OF LIBERAL STUDIES AND TEACHER EDUCATION